
Investments can be used for
the development of new
infrastructure or materially
enhancing existing
infrastructure
NAIF can lend up to 100% of
the debt, providing there is
appropriate risk sharing
The project must have public
benefit and have an Indigenous
Engagement Strategy
Loans can be on concessional
terms (relative to what a private
sector financier can deliver)
NAIF has a higher tolerance for
the unique risks of investing in
northern Australia including but
not limited to, distance,
remoteness and climate
Investment decisions are made
by an independent Board who
are supported by an
experienced team of
infrastructure financiers

Contact our Origination specialists in WA
 

Generation of public benefits such as:

DELIVERING FOR WESTERN AUSTRALIA (WA)
Our vision is to transform northern Australia through financing infrastructure.

Delivering real economic and social benefits to northern WA
Communities and businesses in northern WA will benefit from NAIF commitments to
help accelerate infrastructure projects.  As at  31 October 2019 NAIF has committed

$288.3m across five projects in Investment Decisions for infrastructure projects in WA. 
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Proponents for NAIF investments must demonstrate clear actions and strategies for Indigenous participation,
procurement and employment. Examples include:

Australia's first substantially Indigenous owned iron ore mine
OMSB exploring partnership opportunities with local Indigenous businesses
Sheffield Resources' commitment to build to 40% Indigenous workforce in the first eight years of operation
Kalium Lakes actively identifying Indigenous businesses and inviting them to supply goods and services

efficiencies for business through closer access to core maintenance and other facilities
supporting drive in drive out instead of FIFO, boosting economic activities for regional towns
development of new domestic markets that will lead to improved agricultural yield and productivity

ABOUT NAIF

There is a strong pipeline of potential project investments in
northern WA.

Over 1250+ jobs (720+ construction jobs and 542 operational jobs) will
be generated across NAIF's WA projects.  

Agrimin Ltd; Venturex Resources Ltd; EcoMag Ltd; BCI Minerals Ltd; Hastings Technology Metals Ltd;
Technology Metals Australia Ltd; Strand Line Resources Ltd and Element 25 Ltd

*Since NAIF’s Investment Decision several changes to Pilbara Minerals’ regional operating environment have resulted in the company reassessing its investment in the Pippingarra Road as its primary haulage route
and as such this project will now not reach financial close; however, Pilbara Minerals are continuing to engage with NAIF on future infrastructure requirements.

Projects currently in due diligence phase of NAIF's assessment include:


